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   IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE : : : :
TINSUKIA

Present:   Smt. A. Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                   Tinsukia.

                                G.R. Case No. 500/14

              Under Section 279/283/427 of the Indian Penal 

           The State of Assam..........................................Complainant

                                      -Versus-

Sri Hardev Singh...........................................Accused person.

Appearance :-

             Smti. Jamila Khatun,

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor............................For the State

             Sri Mintu Borthakur

   Smti Mousumi Debnath

             Ld. Advocate..................................For the accused person.

 

Evidence recorded on         : 19.01.17, 30.06.17, 13.11.17, 

              25.04.18, 30.08.18.

          Date of Argument              : 19.03.19.

          Date of Judgment              : 30.04.19.
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                                               J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T

 1.  The  prosecution  case  in  brief  is  that  an  Ejahar  was

lodged on 07.03.2014 by the informant Sri  Lakhi  Kumar Pao before

O/C,  Tinsukia  G.R.P.S.  alleging  inter-alia  that  on  08.03.14,  at  about

19.30 Hrs,  one dumper truck bearing Regd.No.AS-23-AC-3731 which

was coming from Tinsukia side towards PNT collided with a Maruti -800

Car bearing registration No. AS06 A 5431 on NH -37 and then they

obstructed railway track and damaged four numbers of  Posts at  Km

37/7-8 in between PNT-NTSK section. It is also submitted that the said

accident  took place due to  rash and negligent  driving of  both the

vehicles.   Hence, he filed this case. 

2. On receiving the Ejahar, the Officer-In-Charge of Tinsukia

G.R.P.S  registered  a  case  vide  Tinsukia  G.R.P.S.  Case  No.09/14  u/s

279/283/427 of IPC.  The police investigated the case and filed charge-

sheet against the accused Sri  Hardev Singh u/s 279/283/427 of the

Indian Penal Code. Summons were served upon the accused person.

On appearance  of  the accused person  copy was  furnished and the

particulars  of  offence  u/s  279/283/427  of  IPC  were  read  over  and

explained to the accused person, to which he pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried. 

3.  The prosecution examined 5 (Five) PWs. The defence was

of total    denial. Heard the argument and perused the evidence on

record carefully.

Points for determination

4.          The following points are considered for determination of

this case:
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i) Whether  the  accused  person  Sri  Hardev

Singh on 08.03.14 at about 19.30 Hrs drove

one  dumper  truck  bearing  Regd.No.AS-23-

AC-3731  over   NH  -37  in  a  rash  and

negligent manner endangering human life so

as likely to cause death and thereby liable to

be punished for offence u/s 279 I.P.C?

ii) Whether  the  accused  person  on  the  same

day by mischief infringed railway track at Km

37/7-8  in  between  PNT-NTSK  section  and

uprooted  rail  posts,  and  damaged  the

railway  barrier  posts  and  line  and  causing

obstruction in the railway track and thereby

committed offence u/s 283/427 I.P.C.?

Discussions, Decisions And Reasons Thereof

5.  The  prosecution  adduced  the  following  evidence  for

establishing their case:   

6. PW-1 Sri Lakhi Kumar Pao  deposed in his evidence that

on 08.03.2014 he was posted at Railway Office, Panitola, Tinsukia as

Senior Section Engineer/P-Way and his duty was to inspect the railway

tracks from Bismile to Makum Junction and maintain the same.  On

08.03.2014 he received an information from control room that at about

19.30 that  a  dumper  vehicle  bearing registration  No.AS-23-AC-3731

after colliding with a  Maruti 800 car bearing registration No.AS-06-A-

5431,   had  mounted  on  the  railway  track  thereby  damaging  the

railway  barrier  posts  and   caused  obstruction  in  the  railway  track.

After,  reaching  the  place  of  occurrence,  he  noticed  that  the  said

dumper  had  mounted  over  the  railway  track  by  damaging  four

numbers of channel MS posts of the railway.  The driver of the said
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dumper was not seen at the place of occurrence.  In the meantime the

GRPS personnel had also arrived at the place of occurrence.  He lodged

FIR  before  the  O/C,  GRPS,  Tinsukia  regarding  the  said  occurrence.

Ext.1 is the said FIR and Ext.1(1) is his signature.   Due to the said

mounting  over  of  the  said  dumper  a  loss  of  about  Rs.10,000/-was

caused to the railway deptt.  The said vehicle was seized by GRPS and

the railway track was cleared by lifting the said dumper with the help

of crane and the seized dumper was taken to GRPS.       

7. Pw.2  Sri  Monoj  Balmiki   deposed  in  his  evidence  the

occurrence of this case took place in the year 2014 . At the time of

occurrence, he was in his railway quarter at Tinsukia.  Their railway

SSE Sri Lakhi Kr.Pao had informed him over mobile that an accident

took place at K.M.37/78 in between Panitola Railway Station and New

Tinsukia Railway Station.  As called by Sri Lakhi Kr.Pao he went to the

PO and saw that a dumper vehicle had approached to the railway track

by breaking the railway barrier.  Sri Lakhi Kr.Pao along with other staffs

were present at the P.O.  For about half an hour the running of the

trains got hampered and subsequently the dumper was removed from

the railway track  and brought  to  the PS at  Hijuguri.   Later  on,  the

driver of the said dumper by name Singh appeared before the PS and

GRPS took him in their custody.

8. Pw.3 Sri Narayan Rajput  deposed in his evidence that on

08.03.14 he was  attached to  Panitola  Railway  station  as  trollyman.

The complainant Lakhi Kr.Pao is the SSE/P-Way/TSK.  On that day 37/7-

8 in between TSK to PNT that a truck collided with a vehicle at NH 37

and thereafter the truck mounted over the railway track by damaging

about 4/5 numbers of railway barrier posts.  After receiving the said

information he saw both the truck and the car were at the PO.  Railway

police also went to the P.O.   Both the vehicles were brought to the

railway  police station by GRP.

9. PW.4 Sri Amarjeet Singh  deposed in his evidence that a

Tata Dumper bearing No.AS-23-AC-3731 stands registered in the name
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of his father Sri Avatar Singh.  In the year 2014 the accused Hardev

Singh was the driver of the said Tata Dumper.  In the said year GRP

called him to the Tinsukia GRPS and accordingly on his visit to Tinsukia

GRPS he saw their said Tata Dumper and the said driver Sri Hardev

Singh in the GRPS.  Police seized the relevant documents of the said

Tata Dumper along with the DL of the accused in his presence.

10. Pw5. Sri Makhan Kumar Dutta  deposed in his evidence

that on 11.03.14, he was at Tinsukia DTO as MVI.  On that day, he

examined  vehicle  No.AS-23-AC-3731  Tata  Tipper  Truck  at  the

compound of  Govt.Railway Police Station (GRPS),  Tinsukia on police

requisition in reference to Tinsukia GRPS case No.09/14 and found no

damage  of  the  said  vehicle.  On  the  same  date  and  time,  he  also

examined Maruti Car bearing registration No.AS-06A-5431 at the same

compound on police requisition in reference to said Tinsukia GRPS case

No.09/14. Ext.2 is the MVI report of Tata Tipper and Ext.3 is the MVI

report of Maruti Car.  Ext.2(1) and Ext.3(1) is his signature.

11.  Heard the Ld. Counsel for the accused and the Ld. Addl.

P.P. Going through the evidence on record it is reflected that out of five

prosecution witnesses, PW5 is the MVI and he found no damage in the

vehicle bearing registration No. .AS-23-AC-3731 . Out of the four other

prosecution witnesses, PW1 is the informant of the case and he is a

hearsay witness to the occurrence. He deposed as he heard about the

occurrence and he did not see as to who was driving the vehicle at the

time of occurrence nor could see the driver of the dumper at the place

of occurrence when he went there. PW2 Shri Monoj Balmiki is also a

hearsay witness and he heard the occurrence from the informant who

is  also  a  hearsay  witness.  PW3 and  PW4 also  did  not  witness  the

occurrence and are silent in their evidence with regard to any act of

rash or negligent driving by the accused person. In fact none of these

witnesses  deposed anything regarding the manner  the  said  vehicle

was driven at  the time of  accident.  Moreover  prosecution side also
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failed to prove that there was mischief act committed on part of the

accused leading to damage of railway posts. 

12.  Considering the above reasons, I find that the prosecution

failed  to  prove  the  ingredients  of  Sections  279/283/427  of  IPC.

Accordingly,  the  accused  Sri  Hardev  Singh  is  acquitted  from  the

offences  punishable  u/s  279/283/427  of  IPC  and  I  exonerate  the

accused  person  from  the  above  offence,  setting  him  at  liberty

forthwith. The bail bonds shall stand cancelled after six months. 

13. This case is accordingly disposed of.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 30th day of

April, 2019.

Dictated and corrected by me.

      

        (Audri Bhattacharyya)                           (Audri Bhattacharyya)
      Chief judicial Magistrate,                            Chief Judicial Magistrate,

       Tinsukia.                                                      Tinsukia. 
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

P.W1- Sri Lakhi Kumar Pao. 

P.W2- Sri Monoj Balmiki.

P.W3- Sri Narayan Rajput.

Pw4- Sri Amarjeet Singh.

Pw5- Sri Makhan Kumar Dutta.

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext.1-FIR.

Ext.1(1)- signature of PW.1.

Ext.2- MVI report of Tata Tipper.

Ext.2(1)-Signature of PW5.

Ext.3- is the MVI report of Maruti Car.  

Ext.3(1)- signature of PW5.

                

                (Audri Bhattacharyya)           
 Chief Judicial Magistrate,

 Tinsukia. 


